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Dear Readers,

As youngsters we need to break bad habits like making the ‘right’ 
friends with the ‘right’ people and start making ourselves our ‘right’ 
best friends. Often the line between individuality and groupism gets so 
blurred that it prevents potential excellence from surfacing. Spending all 
your time and energy on a gang of friends leaves you with no place to 
be individual or stand out. You end up playing follow the leader and the 
leader is usually someone who ends up doing something much more 

relevant with their lives because they were not busy living in someone else’s shadow. 
It is time to make some super choices… 
To chuck chamchagiri, dadagiri, loud proclamations of what is in your father back-pocket 
out of the front door. 
To rely less on getting favours and try and do more favours. Remember favours done are 
not supposed to be currency to be exchanged for something else… but ‘good deeds’ that 
we give and receive. 
If each of us can have the courage to re ect on our family and future even for ve minutes 
in a day and to take the time out to track the histories of all successful men and women, we 
will notice that feeling great at who you are and what you do has nothing to do with what 
you take from the world but what you give back to it, individually. It could be time, money, 
a hug, a good word or a silent prayer…. But give, give, give and don’t just keep expecting… 
Achievements take courage, sweat and maybe time away from the pack but they are 
always worth it.

Freyan
(freyan@parsi-times.com)

Havan Geh Machi 6.00 am. Salgiri Nu Khushali nu  Jashan 
at  10.00 am. The Igatpuri Anjuman invites all Bedins to come 
in large numbers and receive the blessings of the holy Aatash 
Padshah Saheb.

Igatpuri Zarthosti Anjuman Dar-E-Meher (Dadgah)
126th Salgiri on Roz: Asfandarmad, Mah: Dae, Sunday 19th May 2013.

Listing An Approaching Event Is Free!

Submit information by post/delivery to 102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, Fort, Mumbai-1, 
E-mail: contribute@parsi-times.com or Fax: 66330406. Include details of  event, dates, timings, 
address, telephone number and entry fee. Deadline for information is Wednesday 12 p.m. of  
every week. Parsi Times is a weekly publication available on every Saturday, all over India. 
Listings are free but inclusion cannot be guaranteed due to limited space. For guarantee contact 
our advertising department from Monday to Friday between 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 66330405.

Will be celebrating the Annual Jashan, get-to-gether & dinner on 
Mah Dae, Roj Rashne, 1st June at 5.00 pm. at J. J. School premises. 

Sir J. J. Schools’ 

Alumni 

Association
 

Dear Editor 
Since some of the buildings 

in Nowroz Baug were about 
a 100 years old, the idea 
of the Redevelopment of 
Nowroz Baug was oated 
in 2008. Whilst a majority 
of the residents were, in 
principle, open to the idea, 
considering the complexity 
and far reaching implications 
of a Redevelopment Project 
on the current as well as 
the future generations, 
infrequent and informal talks 
and some exchange of written 
communication had only 
taken place.

Although the pace of 
preliminary discussions 
on the various aspects of 
redevelopment picked up 
since 2011, in the absence of 
a formal plan and proposal in 
writing, no decision had been 

arrived at or agreed upon.  
On March 24th, 2013, a 

meeting was called by the 
Bombay Parsi Punchayet at 
the Nowroz Baug playground 
attended by Mr. Nusli Wadia, 
Mr. Ness Wadia, Mr. Dhun 
Gagrat, the entire BPP Board 
of Trustees, Mr. Mehli Colah, 
Mr. Hafeez Contract and 
his team and of course the 
residents of Nowroz Baug. 
A presentation was made 
to the residents explaining 
the various phases of the 
redevelopment plan of 
Nowroz Baug and a brief 
idea of some of its aspects 
was conveyed by the BPP 
Chairman, Mr. Dinshaw 
Mehta in the form of 
Frequently Asked Questions. 
The meeting concluded with 
the Trustees promising to 
send a detailed proposal in 
writing, which is yet awaited 
by the residents. After the 

meeting ended, Mr. Nusli 
Wadia and Mr. Ness Wadia 
were urged to take a round 
of the colony and the joy of 
the residents knew no bounds 
as the residents waved from 
their balconies or personally 
came down to greet & 
welcome them and even had 
photographs taken with them 
as a cherished memory.

The residents of Nowroz 
Baug expressed a desire to 
form an independent body to 
liaise and negotiate with the 
concerned parties viz. the BPP, 
the Managing Committee of 
the N.N. & R.N. Wadia Baugs 
as well as the developer to 
arrive at a mutually bene cial 
arrangement. Hence, in the 
spirit of democracy, elections 
were held on April 14, 2013 
in which an unprecedented 
majority of the residents of 
Nowroz Baug participated. 
Thus as per the wishes of the 

residents of Nowroz Baug, 
“The Nowroz Baug Residents’ 
Redevelopment Committee” 
(NBRRC) came into existence. 
The residents elected a total 
of 26 Block Representatives, 
comprising the elected 
representatives of each of 
the 13 buildings, to form 
the Managing Committee of 
NBRRC. 

The detailed proposal 
is eagerly awaited by the 
residents and once it is 
received by the NBRRC from 

BPP, detailed discussions 
will take place between 
the Managing Committee 
Members and the residents of 
Nowroz Baug, after which the 
stage of actual negotiations 
will begin.

The newly elected 
Managing Committee of 
NBRRC, has appointed 
its President, Mr. Keki 
Mehta and Vice President, 
Mr. Adi Doctor to act as 
spokespersons on behalf of 

POINT TO NOTE: It’s the message, not the messenger you might be mad at! 
Please Note: The opinions expressed in ‘Letters to the Editor’ are those of readers and contributors and do not necessarily express the opinion of our Publication. We reserve only the right to ‘edit for quality’ and the right to not publish letters intended for 

NOTICEOTIC

The Mazgaon Anjuman Agiary celebrates its 45th Salgreh on 
15th May 2013 i.e. Mah. Dae, Roj. Hormaz.
A Jashan ceremony will be held on behalf of the Trustees 
at 9.30 am. At 5.30 pm a Jashan will be held by the Jashan 
Committee and at 7.15 pm, a contributory Machi will be held 
in the Aiwisruthrem Gah.
All Zoroastrians are requested to attend the above ceremonies 
and seek Blessings of the Holy Fire.

45th Salgreh Celebration of Mazgaon 
Anjuman Agiary

Contd. on Pg. 14
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The Nowroze Baug Play Center 
conducted a series of sporting events 
which concluded on 4th May, 2013. 

This tournament was sponsored by Shree Yash 
Destination, The Zoroastrian Co-operative 
Bank Ltd. and Parsi Times. Year after year, 
Nowroze Baug has managed to be an excellent 

host to these events. This was evident through 
the pleasant turn out from different colonies. 
The crowd cheered for their favorites and this 
motivated the promising participants to ght 
for the title. 

The volleyball nals were played by Tyttans 

Winners for Indirect Volleyball Godrej Baug

Salsette takes the throphy for Throwball

Marazban Colony and C.J. for Direct Volleyball Finals with Mr. Mahiyar Dastoor and Mr. Homi Ustad

Tyttans and Salsette team right before the Throwball finals

Contd. on Pg. 14

THROWBALL

Salsette Colony

SEPAK 

C.J. ‘A’ 

Player of the Tournament 

Danesh Avasia

 

DIRECT VOLLEYBALL

 Marazban Colony ‘A’

Player of the Tournament 

Vistas Khambatta

INDIRECT VOLLEYBALL

 Godrej Baug

Player of the Tournament 

Nozer Dubash

Upcoming Player Award

Rustom Tampal

And the 
Award goes to...
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Dr. Yezdi H. Godiwalla has 
been honoured by the 
University of Wisconsin 

– Whitewater, U.S.A., as the 
recipient of the 2013 University 
of Wisconsin - Whitewater’s 
prestigious “W. P. Roseman 
Excellence in Teaching Award”.

This award is the University’s 
highest award. It is named 
after a remarkable teacher of 
the University in the early 
part of the 20th century, W.P. 
Roseman. Only the recipient of 
thisTeaching Award gets to be 
part of the parade, wearing the 
University’s mace (medallion), 
at the Annual Convocation 
Ceremony (scheduled for  May 
18th this year) along-side the 
Chancellor, the Provost  and 
Vice-Chancellor and the Guest 
Speaker. 

Dr. Godiwalla has been 
a  Professor of Management 
at University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater for three and a half 
decades.  Prior to migrating to the 
USA, he did a short management 
development experience at 
TISCO, Jamshedpur, followed 
by marketing management 
experience at Godrej & Boyce 
in Mumbai. He completed his 
BA Honours, Ranchi University; 
MBA, Indian Institute of 
Management-Ahmedabad; and 
PhD, Oklahoma State University. 
He has over 45 years of combined 
experience in industry, university  
and consulting settings in the 

elds of strategic management, 
international management, 
strategic management social 
responsibility, and organizational 
theory and behavior. 

He has conducted numerous 
professional conferences and 
seminars to executives and 
owners of small businesses. 
He is actively involved in 
research, and has to his credit 
a publication of 3 books on 
strategy management, besides 

publishing over 40 scholarly 
journal articles, conducting book 
reviews and panel discussions, 
and presenting over 125 papers 
to various academic and 
professional bodies.

Dr. Godiwalla puts his 
students ahead of his own 
schedule and commitments.   
The University’s formal 
announcement at a ceremony 
stated about him  “A proli c 
researcher, he brings current 
international issues and practices 
in his classes.  One of the greatest 
gifts he brings to the University 
of Wisconsin – Whitewater  is 
an open, intelligent and kind 
mind. He gives all students 
an opportunity to excel in a 
welcoming, but still challenging 
environment.  His career is 

lled with thankful students 
and alumni – past, present and 
future”.

Dr. Godiwalla is happily 
settled in USA, with his wife Dr. 
Shirley, and 3 children, Ervad 
Yazad, Roxana and Tinaz.
About the University of 
Wisconsin Whitewater: It is 
a large business school with 
some 4,500 undergraduate and 
graduate students and about 90 
business faculty members.  It 
enjoys a very good reputation in 
the mid-west, notably among the 
regional industries.  It is the 14th 
largest undergraduate business 
school in the U.S. and the largest 
business school in Wisconsin 
state.

Keki R. Bhote, 
originally from 
Coimbatore and an 

active resident of Glencoe, 
Illinois USA passed away 
peacefully at his home 
earlier this week at the age 
of 88. 

Bhote had served as 
president of United 
Nations of Illinois; 
chairman, Council of 
Presidents, United 
Nations Association of 
America; vice-president, 
Center for Ancient 
Iranian Studies; Board 
of Directors, World 
Zoroastrian Association 
and President, 
World Zoroastrian 
Organization, U.S. 
Region.

An active member of 
the Glencoe Community 
for 54 years now, Keki 
will be remembered for 
his work and his gentle 
demeanor. 

Hired by Motorola as 
a development engineer, 
Bhote rose to become one 
of the most accomplished 
quality-control executives 
in America. His 42-year 
career culminated in 
attainment of the post of 
senior corporate consultant 
for quality and productivity 
improvement for the 
corporation. His leadership 
resulted in Motorola being 
the rst corporation to win 
the American Management 
Association’s Malcolm 
Baldrige National Quality 
Award.

At the time of his 
death, he was president of 
Keki R. Bhote Associates, 
a consulting company 
specializing in “Six Sigma” 
quality. He consulted over 

a 20-year period for more 
than 450 companies in at 
least 33 countries, ranging 
from manufacturing 
and service industries 
to universities and 
governments. His son, Adi 
Bhote, served with him in 
the consulting company.

Bhote wrote more than 
20 books, including “World 
Class Quality,” a New 
York Times best-seller, and 
“The Ultimate Six Sigma,” 
another primer on business 
excellence.

Shenaya Bhote-Siegel 
said her father “loved 
life. He was a lot of fun, 
compassionate and gentle. 
So sharp, so bright, so up 
on everything about what 
was going on in life. He 
was never bored, and he 
was always working,” 

Bhote earned a B.S. 
in telecommunications 
engineering from the 
University of Madras, and 
an M.S. in applied physics 
and engineering sciences 
from Harvard University.

Bhote’s honors included 
being named, in 1995, one 

of the New Quality Gurus 
of America by Quality 
Digest Magazine; one of six 
Outstanding Naturalized 
Citizens of Chicago; Zero 
Defects Award from 
the U.S. Department of 
Defense; Cecil B. Craig 
Award (American Society 

for Quality) and the 
Distinguished Service 
Award by the United 
Nations Association of 
America.

Bhote was 
acknowledged as 
one of the world’s 
12 Outstanding 
Zoroastrians by the 
World Zoroastrian 
Organization.

“There are all these 
accolades, but for me, 
he was just an amazing 
father,” Bhote-Siegel 
said. “He was the most 
sel ess man I ever met. 
When all these people 

were coming (to hospice) 
to say good-bye when it 
was coming to the end, he 
would just ask them what 
was going on in their lives.” 

He was preceded in 
death by his brother Byram 
(Veera), nephew Rattan, 
his father Ruttonshaw 
and mother Meherbanoo. 
Survivors include his wife, 
Mehroo Keki Bhote, their 
children, Safeena Bhote 
Cassidy, Shenaya Bhote-
Siegel, Adi (Marcy Grad) 
Bhote & Xerxes (Amy) 
Bhote, grandchildren, 
Spencer, Annabella, Lily, 
Garrison, Olivia, Emma 
and Evie, nephew Nari 
(Chitra )and niece Hutoxi 
(Beji) Desai.

An Interfaith Memorial 
Service was held to honour 
his life on Friday. 

Keki Bhote passes away
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The last time Parsi Times 
interviewed Nashaita 
Patrawalla was, around  

3rd September, 2011, when 
she participated,  for the rst 
time through Selection Process  
at National Inter-Zonal Junior 
Athletic Meet in Girls-14 
Triathlon.  Subsequently,  she 
was selected from Mumbai 
Suburb Distict Athletic Meet 
held in June 2011 to participate 
at  State Level, Jalgaon and 
Akola, to be held in Oct, 2011.   
However, unfortunately,  
due to  an injury of the ACL 
(Anterior Cruciate Ligament) 
of the left knee she  was 
advised rest for 2 - 3 months 
and lost out on  most  of the  
sports season.  Nevertheless, 
she made a comeback  in 
December  2011.  Lady Luck 
was not very benevolent 
with her and while doing 
Long Jump at the MSSA  
(Mumbai Schools Sports 
Association) Athletic 
Meet Dec. 2011, she tore 
her meniscus  due to 
which she suffered a 
lock-knee.   Now there 
was little choice but 
to get operated and 
no sports allowed   
till full recovery.   
The operation 
was successfully 
performed in 
February 2012.  

Imagine the 
trauma on a 14 year 
old child,  on one 
hand standing at the 
threshold of  reaching  
National level in 
Athletics,  while on 
the other hand, the 
pain of the injury,  
post-operative fear of 
recovery,  missing the  
entire U-16 age group 
spots events, and  the 
pressure of  moving to 
Std X-ICSE.

But this young 
girl with grit was not 
to be  bogged down 

by it all.  She was  
advised not  to run 
for 9 months, so  she tried 
out Shot Put and was selected 
from Mumbai Suburb District 
to participate at Maharashtra 
State level at Nanded, in  
September 2011.  Nine months 
later,  Nashaita  ran at  the 
smallest  level- her School - 
MCET Sports Annual Athletic 
Meet, in December 2012,   
surprisingly bagged 5 Gold 
medals and G-16 Individual  
Championship.  She was 
Sports Captain of the School.

Recently at the Inter-
Parsi  DPCG Annual Athletic 

Floodlight Meet, 3-5 
May, 2013, which 
is a slightly higher 
c o m p e t i t i v e 
level,  she made a 

come-back,  just to 
remove her fears, 
and  won  Individual 

Championship- 
G - 1 6 , 

( s h a r i n g 
it with 
Z a r a s t y n 
Mistry,  of 
BPP).  The 
icing on 
the cake 
was the fact 

that  Nashaita  
was declared 

the Best Girl 
Athlete of the 
Meet. Bravo!! 
And what a 
V i c t o r i o u s 
Come-Back!

N a s h a i t a 
has most 
s i n c e r e 
thanks for Dr. 
Anant Joshi, 
(Arthroscopist 
and Sports 
M e d i c i n e 
S u r g e o n ) , 
Dr. Jamshed 
Bunshah,  Dr. 
Vipul Chawda, 
Dr. Tamara 
Zweck,  Micky 

Mehta,  her Athletic Coach, 
Dayanand Shetty, her parents, 
grand-parents, relatives, 
cousins, friends, well-wishers, 
organizers of DPCG, without  
the inspiring con dence, help  
and support of whom,  she 
would never have achieved 
these laurels.

Besides being sporty, 
Nashaita is also very 
musical. Having successfully 
completed Grades I to VI of 
Trinity London Solo-Piano-
Instrumental, she loves to play 
classical and contemporary 
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music on piano, composes 
lyrics and music for her own 
songs,  and loves singing.  
She has been participating 
in Piano Competitions and 
playing  con dently, at small 
home- concerts organized by 
her piano teacher  Mrs. Farida 
Dinshaw, and her brother Mr. 
Freddy Dinshaw. Nashaita 
sincerely thanks them  for 
their encouragement.

Dear Nashaita, keep up 
the Sportsmanship and  the 
musicality.

Zoroastrian Boy, aged 26 years, M.Sc. 

(Computer Software) wants Zoroastrian 

educated Girl under 25 years, from 

respectable Family.

Please Reply with a Photography to

Email: daaramehta@gmail.com

Alliance invited from simple, educated 

un-married working Zoroastrain 

Girls age between 34 to 39 years, for 

South Mumbai Based Parsi Bachelor 

45 years, BCom, 5’8” height, working as 

Sr.Manager in reputed company and 

drawing decent salary.

Write with details and recent photo at 

fdmarch1968@gmail.com
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Do you think Parsis as a Community can adapt to live anywhere across the globe? Why?

Thrity Dadadhoy, 65 yrs, Malad.
I say we are selectively adaptable, talk about relocating 
to Boston, Vancouver or Great Britain, yes willingly 
but Bhayander, Virar or Ghatkoper? ‘Etloo door 
kem rehvay? Chicago is OK but Chandigarh? OMG! 
We adapt fashion trends willingly but languages 
like Hindi and Marathi remain distant while French is mastered. Our 
fascination for food makes us want to explore various cuisines, provided 
it is not ‘ghas-phoos’. Mumbai Parsis perhaps show more resistance to 
adapting to new environments and circumstances. As far as rituals go, 
our willingness to adapt is hazy. Yes, the younger generation is more 
willing to adapt; scores of inter communal marriages are successful due 
to willingness for adaptation. While we must rejoice in being fun-loving, 
honest, easy-to-be friend, we need to move with the times, adapt, nd 
alternate solutions for rituals and traditions that are not in sync; (it does 
not mean adapting to prevelant corruption and social evils) and move 
on.... or else.... we will perish.

Ketayun Khatao, 67 yrs, Devlali.
Yes we can adjust because of our friendly nature and the way we think. 
We can adapt ourselves in any situation and at any place. It is also because 
of our intellectual abilities. 

Rati Mistry, 81 yrs, Jabalpur.
Yes, absolutely we can adjust anywhere because our nature is like that. 
And we are very charitable also. Whenever someone is in pain we try to 
help them out as much as we can. These good qualities make us eligible 
to adjust anywhere across the globe.

Daisy Bengali, 43 yrs, vikhroli.
Yes we can adapt to any place and any situation. We are brought up in 
such a way that we can live happily in any environment. 

Kaizad Jalgaonwala, 26 yrs, Jalgaon.
Yes, we can adjust anywhere. This is because we 
don’t harness ill feelings or get into random ghts 
with anyone. We are also very supportive to all those 
we live with.

Freddy Bhoga, 21 yrs, Bharucha Baug.
Parsis are very open minded and adjusting as well. Most 
importantly we are respected by everyone everywhere. 
Majority of us have good habits and are very neat and clean and 
thus, I don’t think a Parsi should have any problem in adjusting 
anywhere across the globe and adapting to that place.

Meherdad Antia, 20 yrs, Contractor Baug.
Yes I agree to it. Parsis are those who can be friendly with 
anyone. We don’t treat anyone as a lower caste and we can 
adjust in their environment because of our sweet and friendly 
nature.

Dilshad Umrigar, 19 yrs, Fort.
Yes we are quite adaptable thanks to our friendly nature. It’s 
easier to make friends whereever we go.  One extra plus point 
is that we don’t discriminate much.

Jamshir Goorabia, 20 yrs, Godrej  Baug.
I strongly believe that we Parsis can live anywhere in the world 
because we are a very cheerful and fun loving Community who 
can mix around well with everyone, anyone from anywhere. 
We have been known to have blended in with people from 
different cultures and places. I don’t see any place on the map 
of this world where we wouldn’t t in. All we need is some 
Dhansak, Carrom and Juice. 
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18th Saturday

* Please note there will be no changes in draws.

It is compulsory for all Team members to wear 
the same colour jersey.

Team Captains for Box Bricket head to Nowroze Baug Recreational Hall 
on Sunday, 12th May between 11 am – 12 pm to collect draw groups 

and food coupons.
18th May Sat 12.00 pm Court 1 Merazban Colony ‘A’ v/s Merazbn Colony ‘B’
18th May Sat 12.00 pm Court 2 Salsette ‘B’ v/s Cusrow Baug
18th May Sat 12.40 pm Court 1 Tata Colony Bandra ‘B’v/s Gamadia Colony
18th May Sat 12.40 pm Court 2 Wadia Baug v/s Draggers
18th May Sat 1.30 pm Court 1 Malcolm Baug ‘A’v/s Contractor Baug
18th May Sat 1.30 pm Court 2 Merazban Colony ‘A’ v/s Salsette ‘B’  
18th May Sat 2.30 pm Court 1 Cusrow Baug v/s Merazban Colony ‘B’
18th May Sat 2.30 pm Court 2 Tata Colony Bandra ‘A’ v/s C.J. ‘B’ 
18th May Sat 3.20 pm Court 1 Merazban Colony ‘A’ v/s Cusrow Baug
18th May Sat 3.20 pm Court 2 Merazban Colony ‘B’ v/s Salsette ‘B’  
18th May Sat 4.10 pm Court 1 Godrej Baug ‘A’ v/s Malcolm Baug ‘B’
18th May Sat 4.10 pm Court 2 Jer Baug v/s BJCC
18th May Sat 5.00 pm Court 1 SNWMP ‘B’ v/s Gamadia Hostel
18th May Sat 5.00 pm Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘C’ v/s Tata Colony Bandra ‘B’
18th May Sat 5.40 pm Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘A’ v/s Wadia Baug
18th May Sat 5.40 pm Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘F’ v/s THSC Parel
18th May Sat 6.30 pm Court 1 Contractor Baug v/s Inferior 6
18th May Sat 6.30 pm Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘H’ v/s SNWMP ‘A’
18th May Sat 7.10 pm Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘E’ v/s Salsette
18th May Sat 7.10 pm Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘G’ v/s Tata Colony Bandra ‘A’
18th May Sat 7.50 pm Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘B’ v/s SNWMP ‘B’
18th May Sat 7.50 pm Court 2 Malcolm Baug ‘B’ v/s ZCC
18th May Sat 8.40 pm Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘D’ v/s BJCC
18th May Sat 8.40 pm Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘H’ v/s Godrej Baug ‘B’

19th May Sun 9.00 am Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘C’ v/s Gamadia Colony
19th May Sun 9.00 am Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘D’ v/s Jer Baug
19th May Sun 9.40 am Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘F’ v/s Dhunbai Wadi
19th May Sun 9.40 am Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘B’ v/s Gamadia Hostel
19th May Sun 10.30 am Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘G’ v/s C.J. ‘B’
19th May Sun 10.30 am Court 2 Godrej Baug ‘A’ v/s ZCC
19th May Sun 11.20 am Court 1 Nowroze Baug ‘A’ v/s Draggers
19th May Sun 11.20 am Court 2 Malcolm Baug ‘A’ v/s Inferior 6
19th May Sun 12.10 pm Court 1 THSC Parel v/s Dhunbai Wadi
19th May Sun 12.10 pm Court 2 Nowroze Baug ‘E’ v/s C.J. ‘A’
19th May Sun 12.50 pm Court 1 SNWMP ‘A’ v/s Godrej Baug ‘B’
19th May Sun 12.50 pm Court 2 C.J. ‘A’ v/s Salsette ‘A’

Lunch Break -------- Knockout Rounds

19th Sunday

Group ‘A’ Group ‘B’ Group ‘C’ Group ‘D’ Group ‘E’

Nowroze Baug ‘A’ Malcolm Baug ‘A’ Nowroze Baug ‘C’ Nowroze Baug ‘H’ C.J. ‘A’

Wadia Baug Contractor Baug Tata Colony Bandra ‘B’ Snwmp ‘A’ Salsette

Draggers Inferior 6 Gamadia Colony Godrej Baug ‘B’ Nowroze Baug ‘E’

GROUPS FOR ALL PARSEE BOX CRICKET

Group ‘F’ Group ‘G’ Group ‘H’ Group ‘I’ Group ‘J’ Group ‘K’

Nowroze Baug ‘G’ Nowroze Baug ‘B’ Godrej Baug ‘A’ Nowroze Baug ‘F’ Jer Baug Merzanban Colony ‘A’

Tata Colony Bandra ‘A’ Snwmp ‘B’ Malcolm baug ‘B’ THSC BJCC Merazban Colony ‘B’

C.J. ‘B’ Gamadia Hostel ZCC Dhunbai Wadi Nowroze Baug ‘D’ Salsette

     Cusrow Baug

All Teams will be given only 10 minutes as 
grace time. Otherwise a walkover will be given 

to the opposite team.
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On Wednesday, 1st of 
May 2013 Seth Edulji 
Rustomji Soonawalla 

Agiary, Mahim, celebrated its 
133rd anniversary. The day 
began with a Jashan Ceremony 
performed by 8 Dasturjis of the 
Agiary from 10.30 am to 11.30 
am. The Jashan was attended 
by over 70 people, not only 
from Mahim, but from various 
parts of Mumbai. The Agiary 
was vibrant with devotees 
praying with full faith in front 
of the sanctum sanctorum. 

Later, the Trustees, Mr. Vispi 
Dastur, Mr. Jimmy Mehta, Mr. 
Rashid Kanga and Mr.Kersi 
Tavadia had their annual 
meeting for a good one hour 
planning for the success for 
the forthcoming year. They, 
along with all the respected 
Mobeds and the volunteers 
had a discussion of of cial 
matters over lunch.

The evening commenced 
with an ‘Anjuman nu Jashan’ 
which was followed by an 
ear catching lecture by Ervad 

Pervez Mithaiwala. He gave 
an inspiring speech on ‘Din 
no Kalmo - an Irrevocable 
oath’ which was attended 
by both, the young and 
the elderly. Ervad Pervez 
Mithaiwala spent the entire 
hour enlightening young 
Zoroastrian minds and 
gave a very clear picture of 
the importance and faith 
behind ‘Din no Kalmo’. 
He explained all the basic 
rudiments of the lofty 
religion of Zoroastrianism, 
viz. the Sudreh, the Kusti 
and Nirangdin and thereby 
emphatically stressed that 
every Zoroastrian should 
undoubtedly adhere to the 
tenets, rituals, customs and 
traditions of Zoroastrianism. 
He emphasized on the 
meaning of ‘Kshnothrau 
Ahure Mazdao’ and thus gave 
each and every person present 
there a seed of knowledge. 
He was then felicitated with 

a oral bouquet 
and of course, a 
well deserved 
s t a n d i n g 
o v a t i o n . 
This was 
followed by an 
Aiwishuthrem 
Geh Maachi.

The entire 
committee of 
Soonawalla Agiary thanked 
all the devotees for their 
presence and prayers offered 
on the day of the anniversary. 
The Agiary would also like 
to thank the entire team of 
young Parsi boys and girls for 
helping in regular cleaning of 
the Agiary premises.

In all, 1st of May 2013 
was one memorable day 
embedded in the memories 
of Mahim na Bawajis. But 
sadly there was also a bitter 
news. Panthaky Saheb, Ervad 
Rummy Bhandari fell very ill 
the same morning and had to 

be rushed to the 
hospital. All the 
devotees prayed 
with immense 

faith for his 
speedy recovery 

and optimal health. 
However, Almighty had 

his own will and called Ervad 
Rummy to His Heavenly 
Abode on 2nd May. 

Ervad Rummy left all of 
us after serving sel essly as 
the Panthaki of the Agiary for 
over 4 decades. 

Truly a great loss to the 
Community on losing one 
more Soldier of Zarathustra 
who dedicate their lives for 
the service of the Community 
and guard our Holy Fires.  

May his Soul rest in PEACE 
and may the Almighty give 
strength to his family to bear 
the loss.

My Desire: A dedication to his 
mother from a PT Reader on 
Mother’s Day

After I die donate my eyes
It is neither yours nor mine
It is for those who are blind
Inform the doctors in time

I am about to be born again
My mother is having a labor pain
My dad as usual is waiting for me
I am as impatient as him

I got a light slap on my bum
Someone said it is a son
I cried when I saw their tears
She immediately hugged me and 
took me near
The same prank I keep repeating 
again
As I liked to be hugged again and 
again

He is same as you she said
How can I be different from my 
Dad?
Her compliment brought a smile to 
my face
They kept hugging me time and again

Dear mother without meeting me 
you passed away
So this desire to be born again

I still have that image of hers
Waving at me when I last left her
Very certain of not meeting her
Both had the same thought not 
expressed in words
Three years later the inevitable 
occurred
I lost forever MY DEAR MOTHER
Dear mother without meeting me 
you passed away
So this DESIRE to be born again

You were so far and not so near
Your words I could hardly hear
Your sign language my brother 
could see
Over the phone I could just imagine
How dif cult it was for you and me
You could hear but could not speak
I could neither hear nor see
How cruel can death be?
My beloved MOTHER without 
meeting me you passed away
So this DESIRE to be born again

 - Cyrus Minoo Tarapore.

What makes woman a mother? 
It’s surely a baby who makes 
any woman a mother. But 

can you be a mother when your baby 
is not with you? Of course! You can be 
a mother. God give babies to so many 
women on Earth. Some are gifted for 
lifetime, some for a day and some just 
to feel the womb but not to stay. Dear 
Moms I just want to say that we all come 
here to learn lessons of love and life. We 
all leave as soon as we learn our lessons. 
Babies too go away as soon as they learn 
their lessons but believe me they don’t 
forget their moms. You can’t hear them 
but they do whisper in your ears, you 

can’t feel them but they do kiss you on 
your cheeks. They love you so much. 
They are always there with you and they 
are alright. Now you see what makes a 
mother. It’s the feeling of love in your 
heart that you have hold right from the 
very start. You became a mother when 
you thought of being one. From all that 
time, your child was in your heart. You 
loved your child for all those years, even 
before he was born. Whether you have 
a baby or not by your side, your baby is 
always there with you. Always! Loving 
you is just like a food to their soul. Your 
love is like the re ection of God to them; 
as you can feel God all the time so do 
they feel you all the time whether they 
are here, there or anywhere. I salute all 
Moms as they grow love better than 
anyone. Happy Mother’s Day!

- Roohana Parabia

g

My Desire: A dedication to his 
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Discovering herself is a big 
part of the life mission for 
Parinaz Billimoria. To be 
able to do so, this pretty 
Mumbai girl buries herself 
in Self-Awareness books 
and has taken courses on 
Colour Therapy and Chakra 
Healing.
A spiritual girl, she admits 
that her passion lies in 
demystifying the secrets to 
a beautiful life through her 
soulful words and some 
loving gyaan that she has 
gathered over the years. 
Writing is not a choice of 
words but the decision of 
her emotions.
Parinaz has also completed 
Law, Business Management 
and Diploma.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CLAP

Nariman Point – a 
point we all love 
to hang around in 

South Mumbai. I was taking 
a stroll there yesterday 
when something unusual 
happened. It did not touch 
my heart, but stirred my soul! 
While walking, enjoying the 
slightly warmish seaside 
breeze and listening to 
the subtle noises of the 
waves kissing each other, 
complaining about my 
life, I came across a man 
sitting in the middle of 
the path – playing a small 
da i and singing some 
bollywood track. As I was 
passing by him, I saw he 
was blind, but his passion 
for singing was more than 
A.R.Rahman’s passion for 

music.
And suddenly, I saw a 

woman bending down, giving 
him some coins. I wasn’t 
astonished by the coins that 
she gave the man, but HER 
WAY OF APPRECIATION! 
She wasn’t just bending down 
to give him some alms; she 
actually bent down and told 
that passionate man, who 
couldn’t see much but feel 
more than eternity,  that he 
sang beautifully, that he sings 
very well (Aapne bahut achaa 
gaayaa) and she presented a 
small round of APPLAUSE for 
him. Applauses are common 
in celebrations, but this one 
was the most beautiful clap 
I have ever heard or seen! 
It was given to someone so 
genuinely that it made me 
feel good! I was stirred by the 
small gesture made by the 
stranger. The purest part of 
my soul was strung hard by 
the whole incident.

It’s so rare that we let 
someone know – how 
beautiful he/ she - looks/ 
sounds/ sings/ plays/ 
dances/ walks/ loves. 

Unfortunately, we don’t 
even acknowledge it. 

We are so caught up in the 
cobweb of fast foods and fast 
lives that we, often, forget to 
stand and admire some of the 
simplest, yet amazing stuff 
people do for us. It 

feels so good to be appreciated 
for something you do or for 
something you are! It feels 
great, isn’t it? 

Make your loved one’s feel 
good by saying simple words, 
‘You are so beautiful.’ ‘Wow… 
this looks awesome.’ Or ‘I love 
you.’ Or ‘You cook so well.’ Or 
‘you are the best.’ Your tired 
mother in the kitchen needs it, 
your maids, drivers, sweepers, 
bus conductors, grocery 
sellers or anyone who does 
something with love, passion 
and honesty must be given the 
token of appreciation. These 
simple words can change 
someone’s life. It changed 
mine. I stopped complaining, 
gave that man some money 
and wished him good luck. 
He was happy. I was happy. 
I looked up and said, ‘YOU 
made this world magical, 
truly, YOU are great. I love 
YOU.’ It made my day, his day 
and GOD’S day!

What are you doing here? 
Let your loved ones know 
that you admire and adore 
them! Love needs expression. 
It gives them – happiness, 
strength and encouragement.
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stand and admire some of the 
simplest, yet amazing stuff 
people do for us. It 

Mithridates Euergetes 
was murdered 
by one Gordius.  

His Eleven years old son, 
Mithridates VI also known 
as Mithridates Eupator (The 
Well-Bred) came to the throne 
of the House of Pontus in 121 
BC.  Ancient 
historians have 
portrayed him 
with an aura 
of romance. 
He was the last 
of the Iranian 
kings of Pontus.  
His lineage 
can be traced 
back to Daraius 
Hystaspes from 
his father’s side 
and to Seleucus, 
the founder of 
the Seleucid Dynasty from his 
mother’s side.  

A story goes that a brilliant 
comet appeared in the sky on 
the day of his installation, so 
brilliant that it changed the 
night into day.  It continued 
to appear every night for next 
two months. 

For rst seven years of 
his reign he spent in hiding 
and a self imposed exile. In 
his testament, his fathers had 
appointed his wife, the queen, 
and some near relatives as the 
boy-king’s guardians, until he 
would attain adulthood but 
the very guardians connived 
to murder him. Young 
Mithridates had to ee from 

the palace. He led a hard life 
avoiding towns and villages 
where there were possibilities 
of his being recognized and 
captured. During the day, he 
hunted and at night, he slept 
under the open sky.  

When he was about 
eighteen years old, he 
returned from his exile and 
sojourn, in or about 114 BC. 
He was hailed the king by the 
people. He seized the control 
of the Government from his 
mother, Laodice VI and his 
brother, Mithridates Chrestus 
and became the sole ruler.  
Laodice died a natural death.  
We do not know how his 
brother died but both Laodice 
and Chrestus were given a 

royal funeral.
Mithridates 

Eupator was 
a handsome 
person and 
possessed a 
strong physique.    
Unmatched as a 
rider, he could 
overtake the 

eetest deer 
and could ride, 
with a change 
of mount a 
hundred and 

twenty miles in a day.  He was 
a skillful charioteer and could 
manage a team of sixteen 
horses with great ease. As 
an archer, there was none to 
rival him in the whole of the 
Kingdom of Pontus.  He was an 
epicure and he loved feasting.  
One would not be wrong in 
comparing him Rustom or Zal 
of the Heroic Age. His mental 
gifts were on par with his 
physical prowesses. He was 
well versed in Greek literature, 
was a lover of art and music, 
and could speak twenty- ve 
languages. His court used to 
be full of poets, philosophers, 
and historians.

Contd. next week.
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Even though you proclaim 
proudly that you are born and 
brought up in Mumbai City, we 
can vouch that there is someone 
who knows it much better 
than you! Someone who can 
merely glance at a building or a 
monument and tell you the most 
interesting thing there is to know 
about it. Parsi Times has had 
the privilege to walk the story 
of Mumbai with Parvin Misstry, 
tour guide and lover of Mumbai 
city. 
Over the past few centuries the 
city of Mumbai has transformed 
and grown in girth and glory. 
Testimony to its changed façade, 
are the structures, buildings 
and monuments that dot South 
Mumbai. 
 Parvin Misstry has a knack of 
being a story teller on behalf of 
Mumbai city. Almost every day 
she helps tourists and the curious 
locals of the city to look beyond 
the over population, the dust and 
the hoarding and into the real 
beauty of Mumbai city. 
7 years ago Parvin gave up her 
desk job at a bank to join the 
tourism line with her famous 
Heritage Walk Tours. An ardent 
supporter of tourism, Parvin 
believes in its ability to support 
and sustain people involved in 
it from various stratas of society.  
She took her love for history and 
geography and turned it into a 

career in tourism. Today, private 
groups and the Government 
commission her walks and she 
has had the privilege of teaching 
people about the city of Mumbai. 
It is apparent that she also loves 
the city she has grown up in for 
as she weaves a story through 
the walk you come to see a side 
of Mumbai that impresses even 
the most well travelled. “I love 
to meet new people” she says. 
It pleasantly surprised us to 
know there is a healthy number 
of Indians and locals who join in 
the Heritage walks. “Yes, it is not 
only the foreigners, who come to 
see what Mumbai holds” she says 
while we make our way from one 
monument to the next. 
You too can take a walk through 
Mumbai City with Parvin.

Of course if you want the whole shebang you have to walk 
the walk with Parvin Misstry but based on our personal Parsi 
Times walk with her this week we can give you a bit about 
where and what you will see.

Take extra care not to make any 
noise because the David Sasson 
Library is the next stop with Parvin.

A place of education is always a 
part of a good history and Mumbai 
can show off the architecture and 
the story behind the Elphinstone 
College.

You begin at the Gateway of India 
where instead of only feeding 
pigeons, you get to digest some 
interesting facts about the beautiful 
heritage Monument yourself.

The creative soul of the city the 
National Gallery of Modern Art 
is a MUST SEE for you. Trying to 
head there on a regular basis keeps 
you in touch with the current art 
scene and some old favorites.

The museum is always ocked 
with visitors and why not. Prince 
of Wales Museum has some 
interesting facts to share about the 
gorgeous space rich in culture. A 
lot of Parsi contributions have kept 
the Museum eternally stocked with 
interesting elements.

In case a problem is too big for your 
local cop to solve, this stop on the 
tour will provide useful in times 
of distress so pay attention to the 
Head Quarters of the State Police!

You might do the inside of your 
home up to be your own little palace 
but here is a chance to see an actual 
palace in the heart of Mumbai. Visit 
Dhanraj Mahal the former palace of 
the Raja Dhanrajgir of Hyderabad, 
once the largest and costliest 
building in Mumbai.

Ahhh! The wind in your hair and 
a handsome sailor at the helm! 
No you aren’t going yachting yet, 
but you can still check out the 
Royal Bombay Yacht Club where 
members begin their sailing!

The Terror attacks brought the Taj 
Mahal Hotel under harsh scrutiny. 
Visit with Parvin for a romantic and 
soft take on this heritage property.

i t ii TTTTTTT dd iiii tttt

THE MISSTRY OF MUMBAI
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Even if you are pooped out by the 
journey, walk up the grand steps of 
the Asiatic Library for the last and 

nal stop.

Is there any hope for our city which 
is always littered with garbage? 
Horniman Circle may hold the 
answer to that question.

Why does the busiest station this 
side of Mumbai called Churchgate. 
The St Thomas Cathedral holds a 
clue.

Mumbai High Court looks like a 
castle and many a palatial decisions 
are made here.

Catch the cricketers at Oval 
Maidan and don’t forget to notice 
something about the architecture 
around.

Another centre of knowledge has 
transitioned into an of ce space. 
But it is a story that will live forever. 
Visit the Mumbai University.

Watson Hotel is a reason a great 
man opened a great chain of hotels. 
Find out more by going for a 
Heritage Walk.

Check out the monument and the 
road which becomes the hub of the 
annual Kala Ghoda Festival.

The Jehangir Art Gallery buzzes 
with art students, art lovers and 
the curious few who just stare at 
paintings to try and gure them 
out! Which one of these are you?
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In the heart of bustling and 
trendy Koregaon Park of 
Pune lies a contradiction 

of sorts, a café cradled in the 
heart of owering tall shady 
trees, Prem’s Café. 

Most evenings Prem’s 
Café plays host to a man 
who truly ts into its green 
glades, a man who just like 
Prem’s is a contradiction to the 
environment he occupies. 

Ruzbeh Bharucha, spiritual 
guru to many and author of 
the famous Fakir Trilogy is 
waiting for me to meet him 
at his regular haunt. I am 
eager to chat about his latest 
book the ‘Aum of All Things’ 
and his life and thoughts as a 
Spiritual Guru.  

I have known Ruzbeh 
through a friend for many 
years, so for me, he isn’t 
hard to spot, sitting amongst 
his friends and enjoying his 
chai, the trees anking him 
like nature’s backdrop. If you 
didn’t know what Ruzbeh 
looked like and you walked 
in for an appointment with 
an accomplished writer 
and a man with a heavy 
spiritual inclination, you 
would probably have a hard 
time spotting him. Yes, with 
his long hair and his casual 
jeans and t-shirt he is not 
only a contradiction to the 
mental madness of the world 

around but also a physical 
contradiction to what we all 
imagine “Gurujis” to look like. 

We quickly get into talking 
shop. Ruzbeh has just released 
his non- ction work ‘The 
Aum of All Things’, a sublime 
and enchanting journey 
Ruzbeh took to meet and 
converse with recluse hermit, 
Dashrathbhai Atmaramdas 
Patel, lovingly called Bapuji, 
and Sushma Wazirchand 
Tandon, with respect called 
Mataji. 

Ruzbeh chanced upon the 
Sages’ methods, which were 
similar to the ones taught to 
him by his own Master, Sai 
Baba as he was praying. He 
took this 
as a sign 
to explore 
further, an 
exploration 
h e 
documents 
in ‘The 
Aum of All 
Things’. 

H e 
c r e a t e d 
e a s y 
r e a d i n g 
for the less 
spiritually advanced with his 
humorous references and his 
daughter Meher’s innocent 
questions within its pages. 

‘The Aum of All Things’ 
weaves into 
its pages 
the story of 
creation, the 

rst 108 seed 
souls, life 
after death 
and moving 
b e y o n d 
karma. It 
shies away 
from severe 
auster i t ies , 
tapas and 
tying oneself 
in knots and 
encourages 
readers to 

nd spiritual 
u n d e r -
s t a n d i n g 
t h r o u g h 
w i s d o m , 
faith, sel ess 
love and 

most importantly “Oneness”. 
Finding a connection with 

Sai Baba is a given for Ruzbeh. 
Baba speaks to Ruzbeh and 
guides him, helping him to 
help others, as a medium. We 
spoke of why Zoroastrians 
turn to Sai Baba and Ruzbeh’s 
observations were simple and 
potent. “Simple”, he smiles 
and replies, “Sai Baba does 
not force anyone to change 
their religion. In fact he helps 
bring you closer to your own 
religion. Sai Baba’s words 
relate to us because through 
his teachings of tolerance, 
being good human beings and 
being accepting of others, he 
brings us closer to the Fire and 

Zoroastrianism 
itself. I think 
it forti es 
our belief in 
Zarathushtra’s 
teachings”

We speak 
about how the 
C o m m u n i t y 
is conducting 
itself today. 
Ruzbeh is 
candid and 
wears his heart 
even more 

prominently on his sleeve 
as he answers this one. “We 
are ‘Zoroastrians’ by religion 
and not Parsi by religion. 
Unfortunately today most 
Parsis embody the fanaticism 
that comes from ignorance 
and low tolerance.  We have 
ignored all our basic tenets and 
become a blinded Community. 
Our numbers are dwindling 
and so many things are going 
wrong but we stubbornly 
stick to non conversion 
and outdated concepts. In 
the time of Zarathushtra, if 
people were so blindly against 
conversion, we wouldn’t even 
exist! We have to stop being so 
blind. No one is as blind as the 
person who refuses to see.” 

Tough and strong choice 
of words later, Ruzbeh sits 
back to see how I will take 
it all. I sense that he doesn’t 
understand how ingrained 
unbiased tolerance is in the 
Parsi Times’s DNA. 

“Ok,” I say, “but how 
do we solve all this?” He 

breaks into 
his Guruji-
esque smile 
and says, 
“ S i m p l e … 
we educate 
people about 
real Zoroas-
t r i a n i s m . 
We light one 
candle at a 
time.” 

I shake 
my head, 
“But what does someone do 
when they need to tow the 
line to secure their homes and 
safety.” 

He repeats, “One candle 
at a time is all you can do… 
but don’t ever stop doing it… 
it may only dispel a little bit 
of darkness but that is good 
enough… as long as you keep 
doing it….simple” 

For Ruzbeh, the answers 
seem ‘simple’ and clear. For 
someone who has to help 
others clear emotional   clutter 
through connecting with 
the Spirit World, he remains 
amazingly de-cluttered. 

I shake off the weight with 
a lighter question. How does 
he go from 
being a 
sensational 
f i c t i o n 
author with 
the Fakir 
Trilogy to 
writing a 
book like 
the ‘Aum 
of All 
Things’? 

Ruzbeh 
s a y s 
“Fiction is 
re la t ive ly 
easier because it gives me 
scope to include my ideologies 
without sounding preachy. 
My characters are awed, 
with limitation and trying 
hard to live a good life… just 
like me and you and everyone 
else. But while writing the 
non- ction ‘Aum of All 
Things’ I have tried to not let 
preachiness get in the way” 

Judging by the way the 
book has been ying off the 
shelves, Ruzbeh has found 
the right way to address non-

ction and somber topics. He 
is, regardless of his spiritual 
leanings, a brilliantly gifted 
writer and can spin anything 
into a good read. I dig a little 
and he lets me know that his 
next book is, A return to non-

ction and is in the pipeline as 
we speak. 

Ruzbeh has amongst other 
things written and directed 
many documentaries which 
have found the light of day 
in very appropriate and 
celebrated arenas. 

Before I sat down to 
have this conversation with 
Ruzbeh, I asked around about 
him. Those who had read him, 
(including twenty something 

year olds) went 
crazy with praise 
for the Fakir books 
and those whom 
he helps with 
channeling also had 
nothing but sincere 
respect and a touch 
of ‘idol worship’ in 
their voices while 
speaking of Ruzbeh. 

But here, sits 
in front of me a 
long haired, chilled 
out person who 
is relaxing in this 

glade of Prem’s. How does 
he take the responsibility 
of being a Guru to so many 
when clearly he doesn’t sit on 
a gold paved throne, his neck 
choking with garlands and 
his forehead smeared with 
tikka!? He laughs and scoffs 
at the suggestion. “People let 
their perception of me become 
their reality. I am awed just 
like everyone else. But I am 
a medium and I don’t forget 
that and I wish they wouldn’t 
either. I stay focused on Sai 

The Aum of All 
Things by Ruzbeh N 
Bharucha (Publisher: 
Hind Pocket Books) 
is available in all 
major book stores 
across India and 
online as well. 
Pick up your copy 
today!

He is an accomplished author, a spiritual guide, Guru to many, a documentary lm maker and a 
proud family man. P.T. Editor Freyan meets Ruzbeh N. Bharucha, only to nd out that even though a lot 
clutters his to-do list, nothing ever clutters his simply, bold and spiritual mindset.
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by P.T. Editor Freyan Bhathena

If people were 
so blindly against 
conversion, we 
wouldn’t even exist! 
We have to stop being 
so blind. No one is as 
blind as the person who 
refuses to see.
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Ingredients
200 gms chicken kheema
2 Eedoos
1 medium onion, nely chopped
2 tbsp tomato puree
1tsp ginger garlic paste
11/2 tsp sugar and vinegar each

 tsp chilli powder, haldi, Parsi sambharand dhansak 
powder each

 tsp garam masala
Few coriander leaves, nely chopped
2 tbsp oil
Salt as per taste
Method:
1. On medium ame, heat oil in a non stick pan 
2. Add the chopped onions and fry till light brown
3. Add ginger garlic paste and sauté for a few seconds
4. Add the chicken kheema and mix well.
5. Add salt and tomato puree 
6. Add a little water to let the kheema cook well. Stir 
occasionally
7. After the kheema is cooked well and fairly dry add 
sugar, vinegar and coriander. Mix well to incorporate the 

avours. Now spread the kheema evenly in the pan 
8. Break 2 eggs side by side and cover the pan with a lid. 
Let the eggs set as per your liking.
9. Serve hot with brun pao or chapattis.

CONTEST WINNING ENTRY! 
JASMINE MEHTA

MY RECIPE Chicken Kheema Par Eedu
OUR 

JUDGES

Roxanne  
Bamboat

Delna Palia

Viraf Patel

Baba and Oneness. Think 
about this… what use is a 
musical instrument without 
the musician who knows 
how to play it. I am only an 
instrument through which 
Sai Baba plays his beautiful 
tunes!” 

In this day and age when 
youth and the young society 
of India is trying to shake 
off blind faith and pompous 
sethia-giri, Ruzbeh is a 
refreshing vision of a leader 
who doesn’t let praise get out 
of control.  

“I tell people not to take life 
too seriously. Give your life 
your best and leave the rest to 
your Maker. He knows what is 
best for you”. “What if people 
do not believe, what do you 
say to them…” I challenge. 
“Well Atheism is a choice 
people have too. I believe God 
is truly just and I believe in the 
Oneness of humanity. In fact 

I would rather turn into an 
Atheist than accept an unjust 
God who lets his followers 
believe that other Religions are 
not equally good to follow.” 

We wrap up the chat and 
get back to the table where 
all the friends are sipping on 
their chai. Ruzbeh easily shifts 
into the relaxing atmosphere 
and I am left to grapple with 

how to translate heavy words 
and heavier thoughts into 
an easy to read and 
understand article. 
Just the kind of 
writing dilemma 
that Ruzbeh 
has conquered 
so brilliantly 
in ‘Aum of All 
Things’. 

Catch more of Ruzbeh Bharucha’s candid 
spirituality in his column on 

www.speakingtree.in/masters
Ruzbeh is a new inductee on the horizon 

of Indian Interfaith Spirituality and his blog 
on the Speaking Tree gets more and more 

popular.

and 
. 

o
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Godrej Baug and C.J. in Indirect Volleyball finals

Jer Baug and C.J. ‘A’ for Sepak Tekraw along with Mr. Homi Ustad 
and Mr. Mahiyar Dastoor

Team C.J. all smiles

Contd. from Pg. 03

and Salsette colony. After a tough 5 set match, Salsette 
took the trophy.  ‘Sepak’ which is also known as foot 
volleyball was an interesting entrant to the various 
sports events that were played that evening. C.J. team 
‘A’ won the nals. Marazban Colony won Direct 
Volleyball and Godrej Baug won Indirect Volleyball. 

The Chief Guest for that evening was Mr. Mahiyar 
Dastoor, who is a part of the All Parsi Sports Managing 
Committee. He was very pleased by the event and 
said, “I have a very close bond with Nowroze Baug. 
These sporting and social activities help bind various 
generations. People often feel that these activities 
are dying but every sporting event has its highs and 
lows”. 

Mr. Homi Ustad, President of Nowroze Baug 
Play Centre was of the opinion, “There is a lot of 
enthusiasm amongst the youngsters but a lot more 
association should come in. More colonies should 
participate. This will help the youngsters come out of 
their comfort zone and mingle.”

Due to our wrong habits and sedentary lifestyle,  
sports activities are a pleasant breeze. Thanks to 
the initiative taken by Nowroze Baug Play Center, 
organizing these events has been possible. 

Contd. from Pg. 2
the residents of Nowroz Baug in any form of 
media to convey the views of the residents in 
all matters pertaining to the Redevelopment of 
Nowroz Baug.  

With a view to keeping the residents updated 
on the various developments as well as to educate 
them on the various aspects of redevelopment, 
the Managing Committee of NBRRC has called 
a meeting of the General Body of all residents of 
Nowroz Baug on Sunday, May 12th, 2013.
Mr. Keki Mehta, President, NBRRC
Mr. Adi Doctor, Vice President, NBRRC

Dr. Shernaz Avari, practicing 
Naturopath, with her 
youthful energy is a walking 
talking manifestation of 
healthy living and Parsi Times 
is thrilled to introduce her 
to our readers. Through this 
column, she will enlighten 
us about various medicinal 
values, yoga, natural skin 
care and other therapies to 
help us live a better life!

Exercising 5 to 6 times in 
a week will help you to 
reduce weight. Walk, run, 

skip, hop, jump, jog, stretch, 
shake, practice yoga or aerobics 
— be on the move. 
Who can exercise?
Anybody ‘From the Womb to 
the Tomb’ can exercise. Nature 
makes babies do exercises till it 
stands on its two little feet and 
later starts running all over the 
place. Even senior citizens in the 
sunset of their lives can exercise, 
either sleeping in bed, sitting on 
a chair or simply walking in a 
park or near the seaside. If you 
are taking walks, it should be 
brisk with the correct walking 
shoes, involving your arms too. 
3 steps breathing in and 3 steps 
breathing out would be ideal. 
Keep your ngers in the ‘Surya 
Mudra’ while walking. The 
method of doing ‘Surya Mudra’ 
will be discussed later but not 
in this part. Avoid taking along 
a partner and munching food 
while. A little running goes a 
long way in reducing weight 
bene tting your stomach and 
facial muscles. 
How Long Should one Exercise?  

One can exercise for a minimum 
of 20 minutes going up to one 
hour and 20 minutes. It depends 
on the type of exercises and also 
on the stamina one possess. 
What type of exercises one can 
do?
One can do spot jogging at home, 
mock skipping, jump on the 
trampoline if you possess one, 
do sit-ups, leg raises, cycle in 
bed, do diaphragm breathing, 
pranayams, use a tread mill if 
you possess one at home, use 2 to 
5 kilo weights, climb oors.
Stretch your limbs, invest in an 
tummy trimmer, Yogic Asanas 
though a passive form of exercise 
can be done for a number of times 
in half a minute or one minute. 
You can play ball with your 
children or grand children. Dance 
away your stress and dance 
away your blues. If you dance 
for at least half an hour you will 
certainly sweat it out. Sweating 
disintegrates the fat to form 
water and salts which are then 
thrown out through perspiration, 
urination and respiration. If you 
are a member of a club do join 
their gym and appraise your gym 
instructor as to the speci c parts 
you wish to reduce. If you have 
water retention problem, a steam 
bath would be ideal but not if you 
are suffering from high blood 
pressure or cardiac problems. 
Swimming is a very refreshing 
exercise. An hour of swimming 
can burn up to 700 calories. Don’t 
be mere spectators of sports, 
Participate! 
When and where should one 
exercise - Wear comfortable 
clothes and do your exercises 
preferably in fresh air and 
sunlight. The rst and last rays of 
the sun are very bene cial. Each 
one of us must get sunlight for at 
least 30 minutes in a day on an 
average. Educate your children 
from the beginning about the 
importance of exercising in 
sunlight and fresh air and not 
when the bones become brittle 
in middle age 

making you 
s u s c e p t i b l e 
to ostopenia, 
o s t e o p o r o s i s 
and osteo 
a r t h r i t i s . 
M o s t 
Parsi men 
and women are prone to these 
problems so beware!
People who are restricted by 
limited time on their hands 
should try and adjust their 
schedule. Get up one hour early. 
Have your dinner by 7pm and 
exercise between 10 and 10.30 
pm. Just doing household chores 
like washing, cleaning, cooking, 
dusting, etc. will deplete you of 
your energy levels and by the 
end of the day you may feels 
exhausted if you haven’t started 
off with exercises. 

exercises?
1. Exercises build your body’s 
immunity which helps you resist 
any disease or illness that comes 
to strike your internal anatomy. If 
per chance you fall ill, then your 
chances of recovery are faster 
than those who don’t exercise. 
2. Exercises are good for your 
blood circulation and will 
prevent your arteries from 
getting clogged. 
3. It’s good for your skin because 
when you perspire your skin is 
cleansed. 
4. It can also help people put on 
weight.
5. You feel energetic keeping your 
body agile, exible and supple as 
the tissues, muscles and joints 
also exercised. 
6. Your body systems get 
strengthened. 
7. All Yogic Asanas will exercise 
your internal. Your mind will 
stay peaceful and will balance 
your joys and sorrows. In clinical 
Yoga, there are Asanas for every 
ailment. 
8. Exercises will help regulate 
your blood pressure whether 
high or low. 

yy

you 
b l e 
nia, 
s i s 
osteo 
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Refdesk
The Internet is the world’s 
largest library containing 
millions of books, artifacts, 
images, documents, maps, 
etc. But there is one small 
problem in this library. 
Everything is scattered about 
on the oor, with growing 
hordes of confused and 
bewildered users frantically 
shifting through the maze, 
occasionally crying out, 
“Great Scott, look at what I 
just found!”  Refdesk.com is a 
website which is a Universal 

Encyclopedia of sorts. It has numerous sections organized 
by topics and can become a gateway to your search for 
knowledge across the world.  Google, Yahoo, Bing and 
YouTube are all at your ngertips. You can search from 
Wikipedia, Encyclopedias, Dictionaries (including Medical 
& Legal), Thesaurus, People, News, Driving Directions and 
a lot more.
Daily Crosswords, Humour, Jokes, Sudoku and much more, 
can engage a variety of users with myriad interests. Updates 
on Computer Virus, Health, Science and Technology are 
also refreshed each day.  Since 1995, Refdesk is a free and 
family-friendly website that indexes and reviews quality, 
credible, and current web-based resources.
A true Reference Desk for all your needs!

Joining the Parsi 
Times pages 
with some fun, 

quirky things 

Yazdi Tantra. 

A good week. Emotionally a wish will be granted and you 
will be in your desired state with a loved one. Hope you have 
been careful what you wish for. Career wise a week filled with 
good opportunities that will come your way. Grasp the best 
ones. Advice - hardworking and sincere dedication only will 
solve all your problems this week.
Lucky dates - 11, 12, 13 and 16th May 2013.

Emotionally you will be in well developed area. Your love 
would have matured and you both would be taking the right 
decisions. A luxurious holiday may also be on the cards this 
week. Career wise this week will see you taking a risk of  
sorts with something new. Advice - be energetic and use your 
creativity as your driving force for excellence.
Lucky dates - 11, 12, and 14th May 2013.

A testing week. Emotionally you will starve for love. A hard 
week with a loved one. Misunderstandings will develop due to 
tangible matters. Hence they can be solved. Career wise it’s 
a week which would declare results of  some kinds. Your hard 
work will be tested. Advice - be a little light headed. Believe 
in the innocence of  love and that the universe is healing you.
Lucky dates - 12, 13 and 16th May 2013.

Not a good week emotionally. Mental tensions will eat you 
up from within. Sorrows shall grip you tightly. Career wise 
however it’s a very good week. You will be seen coming up 
with the most innovative ideas and best techniques at work. 
Your work will be appreciated. Advice - concentrate on your 
energies to align yourself  in every aspect of  life.
Lucky dates - 14, 15, and 17th May 2013.

An excellent week emotionally. Marriage may be on the cards. 
However the indication is towards a spiritual marriage wherein the 
2 people involved will be truly content with each other in every 
aspect. Career wise it’s a week filled with action. Plans will be 
played out this week. Travel related to work maybe on the cards 
as well. Advice - be weary of  temptation. Do not get carried away. 
Lucky dates -  11, 13, and 15th May 2013.

A good week. Emotionally you will now be willing to go ahead with 
what the universe wants you to do. Trust your instincts. A new 
relationship might be on your mind. Career wise a celebration of  
sorts would take place. Maybe a much awaited raise or promotion 
of  some kind will knock on your door. Advice - love yourself  and 
the universe. Trust that its working magic for you.
Lucky dates - 11, 12, 14, and 17th May 2013.

Beware of  ego clashes this week. There may be fights 
between you and your loved one. Not a serious one though. 
Career wise you will be apprehensive. Past failures will 
dominate your present decisions. Do not let this happen. 
Take risks. Advice - be caring and giving towards others and 
yourself. Control your emotions. Do not brood.
Lucky dates -   13, 14 and 16th May 2013.

A good week. Emotionally there will be a harmonious balance 
in your relationship. Give and take shall be equal. Career wise 
a wish may be granted or you will finally see yourself  in a 
place which you a desired a lot. Advice - plan thoughtfully 
for the future ahead. Know that positive energies Are by your 
side working for you.
Lucky dates - 12, 15 and 17th May 2013.

Emotionally certain circumstances will teach you and change 
you for the better this week. Transformation is the key here. 
Do not brood. Career wise you will receive guidance and 
council from a wise source. This may even be your inner self  
(soul). Advice - do not be hard on yourself. Pamper yourself. 
Dwell sometimes In luxury. Grow materially and spiritually.
Lucky dates - 13, 15 and 17th May 2013.

Stars, Angels and higher 
Spirituality are all part of 
being Kermeez Shroff. See 
what the week holds in store 
for your root number. To get 
your root number add the digits 
of your birth date, till you 
arrive at a single digit number. 

eg. 25-3-1988. Take 25 only- add 2 and 5 = 7. You 
will hence read number 7. Enjoy!

9819221480
kermeezshroff@yahoo.co.in

Can’t let your hair 
loose? Is it too 
bulky or dry?

Dry and 
d a m a g e d 
hair won’t 
ruin you, 
but it won’t 
do you any 
good.
Cut off 
Some or all 
d a m a g e d 
hair at a good salon

If your hair has 
been truly wrecked, 
sometimes the best 
thing to do is to have a 
professional cut off as 
much damaged hair and 
split ends as possible 
so you can start fresh. 
You know when to 
cut off your hair: it’s 
when you’d rather be 
bald than look the way 
you do now! A super-
short haircut can be 
appealing if you go to 
someone who will shape 
the cut to your face. 
Understanding face 
shape is the difference 
between a ten dollar, ten 
minute hair 
c u t 
a n d 
a n 

admittedly more 
expensive, hopefully 
much nicer one. If 
your hair is your 
priced possession 
and you just can’t 
part with it then 
trim your hair a little 
more often like every 
2 months.
Condition and 
repair

There are also 
various deep 
conditioning hair 
masks and leave in 
conditioners that can 
be used about once a 
week to repair and 
prevent damage to 
hair. Some of these 
products are left on 
about 10 minutes 
and others are 
overnight treatments 
depending on the 
brand. These oils can 

do wonder for hair as a 
repair treatment as well 

as a hair 
d a m a g e 
prevention 
treatment. 
A local 
hair salon 
s h o u l d 
have a 
v a r i e t y 
of hair 

repair conditioning 
treatments available. 
The key is to read the 
bottle and look for 
words like ‘Nourishing’ 

or ‘smoothening’.
A great haircut or colour 
or volume by adding 
extensions

Firstly if you have 
colored your hair, take 
a second opinion from 
another stylist about 
your color. Sometimes 
colours which have 
faded or lighter shades 
give the impression of 
being drier than what 
your hair is. Try using 
a colour which slightly 
deepens the lightness 
in the hair. It will be the 

rst step to your hair 
looking healthier.

Remember great hair 
can make or break your 
personality.

Let Your Hair Loose!Love that 
lives on 
beauty 

will soon 
starve to 

death. 

RECIPE

Purveen Dubash is a 
chef with many knives 
in her pretty home 

kitchen cabinet. From 
TV anchor to educator 
to author she is armed 
with culinary skills to 
put your tummy into 
a hypnotic state. We 
are proud to present 
to you her recipes 
which have the unique 
distinction of being not 
only simple to follow 
but yummy to taste!

Pizza
Ingredients:
8 inch pizza bread 
base
1 tablespoon butter
2 tablespoons 
Tomato Delight
1 tablespoon tomato 
ketchup
Pizza cheese
1 small onion (cut in thin 
slices)

 a capsicum ( nely 
chopped)
½ cup sliced mushrooms/
boiled chicken/sausages/
any other meat.
Direction:
Butter the pizza base 

generously. 
Spread the 

tomato mixture reaching 
the edges. 
Lay the onions, 
mushrooms or any 
other topping of your 
choice. Top with the 
capsicum. Spread the 
cheese generously over 
the topping. Place in a hot 
oven for 10 minutes.

 Surplus Cadbury 
milk chocolates, 
if added to the ice 
cream mix, will 
give the ice cream 
a smoother and 
creamier texture.

 To remove stubborn 

urine stains from 
clothes like baby’s 
nappies, etc. plunge 
them dry into boiling 
water in which 
you have brought 
detergent to a good 
froth adding a 
tablespoon of cream 
of Tartar to every 
litre of boiling water. 
Leave to soak till the 
water turns cold and 
then rinse well.

minute hai
c u t 
a n d
a n
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WANTED a manager for a 
10 Bedroom Parsi owned 

resort in North Goa. 
Duties include hospitality, 

overseeing staff and 
managing bookings and 

retail shop. 
Candidate should be young 
and well-versed in English. 

Send your resumes to  

with Subject 080513

ALL PARSI OWNED BIKES AND CARS FOR SALE PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED OF 20 WORDS MAX AT ONLY RS.50/-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS : ` 10/- Per Word  ::  ` 15/- per CAPITAL WORD  ::  Maximum of 40 words 
::  Miniumum Charge ` 150/-  ::  Box Size 45mm x 50mm  ::

A Reputed 
Dance Academy 

is Hiring 
Dance Instructors.

Freshers may apply.
Contact: 9819669666.

SELLING
Top-end Santro 

Xing 2005, 
mint condition,

fully loaded, 
brand new battery
insured full year. 

9869444681
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Ruling planet - Sun 

Element - Fire 

Magical attributes: 
Prophesy, legal 
matters, the psychic, seeing magical 
creatures, love, clairvoyance, 
dreams, business or legal affair

TIP: 
Place the ower beneath the head at night to induce 
clairvoyant dreams.  It should be gathered at noon.

Love and light.

Arish Noshir Bhiwandiwalla
This young lad of 15 years has made a major 
name for himself in the Indian lm industry as one of the 
youngest budding actors. His boost into the spotlight 
came after the release of his lm ‘Agneepath’. He’s 
worked   with some of the most eminent personalities in 
Bollywood like Priyanka Chopra and Hrithik Roshan, 
and has high hopes for his future which looks quiet 
bright.

He is currently studying in Campion School, Mumbai 
in the standard X. He is involved in a number of extra 
–curricular activities and has won many prizes for the 
same. He has participated and won in several elocution 
competitions at school and inter-school levels in Hindi 
and English, stood rst at the Pearl Padamsee Trophy 
for excellence in speech and drama in 2007 and has 
countless other achievements at such a young age.

Other than his big lm he has also acted in several school 
productions, 18 TV commercials, 2 short TV serials and 
done 3 print shoots. He is considered the rising star of 
our Community.

The LockhornsMutt

BE A
PARSI TIMES

By Kermeez Shroff

NAME   Hutoxi H. Mistry
I WORK AT... Bai R.F. D. Panaay Girls’ High School

I WORK AS... Asst. Teacher 
THAT BASICALLY MEANS... Working with children

MY WORK DAY BEGINS WITH... Many smiling and loving 
good mornings

I LOVE THIS ABOUT MY JOB... Interacting with children
I WISH THIS WOULD CHANGE ABOUT MY JOB...  Love it as it is with all its challenges

I HAVE BEEN WORKING HERE FOR... 23 yrs.

I HEAD TO OFFICE AND HEAD BACK HOME AT THESE TIMES…  10.30 - 4.30 pm
SOME OF THE THINGS THAT MAKE UP MY WORK DAY …  Teaching, counselling, 

solving day to day squabbles.
SOMEONE I THINK HAS AN INTERESTING JOB IS…  As travel guide 

Famous Seattle 
composer-conductor 
Eric Banks latest 73 

minute “a cappella opera”, 
“The Seven Creations”  is a 
brilliant piece of work. 

If you listen to it 
you immediately get 
the sense of something 

reverentially ancient and 
something distinctively 
fresh melting together. For 
the compositions’ opening 
material and theme comes 
from the “Gathas,” the 
Zoroastrian hymns rst 
sung between 3,500 to 
4,000 years ago. 

The text of “The Seven 
Creations” describes 
the world’s creation, 
destruction and restoration, 
in Avestan, a sacred dialect 
given a written form in the 
6th or 7th century A.D. by 
Zoroastrian priests. 
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Th e 
S i r 
Ratan Tata 

Institue in Mumbai is a 
household name. Popularly 
referred to as RTI this has been 
associated with many things 
but if you ask me RTI will 
always mean some pretty nifty 
chapats and delicious quiches. 
Since the main RTI outlet at 
Hughes Road is relatively close 
to home I’ve always popped in 
to grab a quick snack or parcel 
a cutlet or two but I’ve never 
really eaten a full meal there. 
In fact I wasn’t even aware of 
their catering services till a 

reader wrote in suggesting I 
try out their recently launched 
weekend Parsi Buffet Lunch. 
RTI has a small restaurant 
called Landmark and for 
various reasons they have 
been unable to have it fully 
operational. However, they 
have managed to lay out a 
spread for lunch on Saturday 
and Sunday and once I heard 
I just had to visit.

I was told that the Sunday 
lunch is more popular than the 
Saturday one so I insisted on 
trying out the Saturday lunch.  
I always root for the underdog 
and wanted to know what the 
problem with Saturday lunch 

and the reason for its lack of 
popularity. I wasn’t surprised 
to nd that there weren’t 
too many customers but that 
pleases me because I detest 
crowds and like to eat in peace.

The buffet has pleasantly 
surprised me. Starting with 
four or ve types of salads, 
two achaars, dun dal and 
vegetarian patio moving on 
to masala bhindi, papeta ma 
gosh, Sali chicken, potato 

chutney pattice, chicken 
pattice and ending with sev 
dahi, ravo and lagan nu 
custard. For a buffet budgeted 
at Rs. 450 all inclusive I thought 
this was a stellar spread. The 
highlight of the buffet for me 
was their papeta ma ghosh 
as the meat was superbly 
soft and tender in a sweetish 
gravy lled with diced onions 
worked wonderfully with 
my daal chawal. The salad 
section is a nice mix with the 
traditional Parsi food. I think 
it’s great to actually mix it up 
and even give a fare amount 
of vegetarian options which I 
thought they did very nicely 
with the masala bhindi and the 

vegetarian patio. The potato 
and chutney pattice 

were nice and 
plump and 

for once a 
joy to eat 

patties 

which 
are not 

s o a k i n g 
in oil. The 

chicken patties 
were delicious as 

well. I think the best 
addition to the meal was the 
basket of crisp strips of sarias 
that was brought to the table 
and I like that it reminded me 
of eating at a lagan. I think the 
only thing missing was my 
raspberry drink! For dessert 
there was some excellent 
sev with sweet dahi which 
is always a favourite and 
brings back some wonderful 
childhood memories of my 
beloved bapaiji making it for 
me on my birthday. The lagan 

nu custard was generously 
coated with roasted almonds 
but by the time I got to the 
ravo there was no place left in 
my stomach!

I suppose not everyone 
can make it on Saturday for 
lunch as most people do work 
but I think they are de nitely 
missing out on something. The 
menu is constantly changing 
which I think is wonderful 
because it really does break 
monotony and I like having the 
option to try different things. 
I had great plans of nishing 
lunch and 
buying some 

snacks to 
take home but like 

after any satisfyingly 
good meal the only thing I 
could think of was a snooze!

The menus are set in 
advance so you will know the 
menu for the coming weekend 
and can pick which day 
you’d like to come for lunch. 
If you’re a snacker like me, 
then the regular RTI goodies 
are a good bet as well. They 
have a monthly menu booklet 
so you can keep track on the 
days your favourites will be 
prepared. For Parsi cuisine 
I nd the popular places are 
usually all hidden in the more 
southern part of the city and 
some prices are borderline 
ridiculous. RTI is a breath of 
fresh air on this Parsi culinary 

trail because its different food, 
the menus are constantly 
changing, you’re eating in a 
comfortable space and it’s a 
buffet so you can eat till your 

tummy pops! All this at a 
decent price is my idea 

of a VFM (value 
for money) meal. 

Having been 
around for so long 
people sometimes 

forget that RTI has 
been one of the oldest 

institutions churning out 
lip smackingly good food. I 

guess the saying really is true 
- 

Roxanne Bamboat is a 
pint sized girl who enjoys 
reading movies travel 
and is obsessed with 
food. She expresses her 
love for all things edible 
in her food blog http://
www.thetinytaster.com A 
freelancer in her profession 
she’s able to spend most of 
her time sampling the city’s 
food offereings and reviews 
them as well as shares a 
few of her favourite recipes. 
More often known as The 
Tiny Taster, she’s decided to 
take the world by storm - 
one plate at a time.
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Institue in Mumbai is a
h h ld l l

with the masala bhindi and the
vegetarian patio. The potato

and chutney pattice 
were nice and 

plup mp and 
for once a 

joy to eat 
patties

which 
are not 

s o a k i n g 
in oil. The

chicken patties 
were delicious as 

well. I think the best
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Tiny Taster, she s decided to
take the world by storm -
one plate at a time.
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